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About This Document

Purpose
The Broadcom® Wireless Internet Connectivity for Embedded Devices (WICED; pronounced "wicked") Smart™ 
SDK provides a simple way to write applications for Broadcom’s portfolio of WICED™ Smart devices.

This document provides information that can help software application developers manage the power 
consumption of WICED Smart designs.

Audience
This document is primarily for software developers who are using the SDK to create applications for Broadcom 
WICED Smart peripheral devices. Some information is provided for application developers of central devices.

Acronyms and Abbreviations
In most cases, acronyms and abbreviations are defined on first use.

For a comprehensive list of acronyms and other terms used in Broadcom documents, go to:
http://www.broadcom.com/press/glossary.php.

Document Conventions
The following conventions may be used in this document:

Note: SDK references throughout the document refer to WICED Smart SDK 2.2.x.

Convention Description

Bold User input and actions: for example, type exit, click OK, press Alt+C

Monospace Code: #include <iostream>
HTML: <td rowspan = 3>
Command line commands and parameters: wl [-l] <command>
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References
The references in this section may be used with this document.

For Broadcom documents, replace the "xx" in the document number with the largest number available to ensure 
you have the most current version of this document.

Technical Support
Broadcom provides customer access to a wide range of information, including technical documentation, 
schematic diagrams, product bill of materials, PCB layout information, and software updates. 

Customers who work directly with Broadcom can acquire technical documentation and software from the 
Broadcom CSP (support.broadcom.com). For a CSP account, contact your Broadcom Sales or Engineering 
support representative.

Customers who work with Broadcom through a distribution channel can acquire technical documentation and 
software from the Broadcom Support Community website (community.broadcom.com).

Note: Customers who work directly with Broadcom can acquire technical documentation and software 
from the Broadcom Customer Support Portal (CSP) (support.broadcom.com). Customers who work 
with Broadcom through a distribution channel can acquire technical documentation and software from 
the Broadcom Support Community website (community.broadcom.com).

Document (or Item) Name Number Source

Broadcom Items

[1] WICED™ Smart Development System, 
Quick Start Guide

WICED-Smart-QSG2xx-R Broadcom CSP or 
community website

[2] Hardware Interfaces Application Note 920732HW-AN1xx-R Broadcom CSP or 
community website

Other Items

[3] Bluetooth Specification Version 4.1 – www.bluetooth.com
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Introduction
Managing power consumption is an important part of developing a successful Internet of Things (IoT) or 
wearable product.

In order to manage power optimally, it’s important to understand what aspects of a design impact power 
consumption, how the various WICED Smart power states (active and sleep) affect power consumption, and 
how to use the WICED Smart SDK to create a design that minimizes power consumption and, thus, maximizes 
battery life.

To minimize power consumption, the goal is to apply power only to active circuits and only for as long as those 
circuits need power to accomplish a given task.

Background Information
Understanding the basic structure of the WICED Smart protocol stack will help those attempting to develop a 
power-efficient design.

Figure 1 shows the WICED Smart protocol stack.

Figure 1:  WICED Smart Protocol Stack

The WICED Smart Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) stack, also referred to as the Low Energy (LE) stack, performs 
all functionality below the application layer.

The LE stack resides in and executes out of firmware. The application layer has two parts two it. One part 
contains common functions stored in firmware and is often referred to as application firmware or API firmware. 
The second part contains the application specific to a design and resides in RAM. For the purposes of this 
document, the application in RAM is referred to as the target application.

All of the applications in the Apps subfolder of the WICED Smart SDK are examples of target applications. Each 
target application uses a subset of the functions contained in the application firmware.

LE Stack

Attribute Protocol Security Manager

Logical Link and Adaptation Protocol

Link Layer

Physical Layer

Generic Attribute Profile

Generic Access Profile

Application
RAM
Firmware (ROM, etc.)
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Target Application Structure and Execution Flows
Figure 2 shows the application structure and execution flow for a typical target application. 

Figure 2:  Typical Target Application Program and Execution Flow

There are two execution phases for a typical target application: an initialization phase followed by an event-
driven phase.

The initialization phase is single threaded and ends after the LE stack executes the target application’s create 
function. Execution of the target application’s create function occurs shortly after the LE stack calls the target 
application’s APPLICATION_INIT function. 

Application Execution Flow

Application Structure

Include Files

Define Constants
Define Structures

Define Function Prototypes

Define Variables

Define Functions

Define target App variables for configuring:
�� The GATT database
�� The target App BLE profile via BLE_PROFILE_CFG
�� Peripherals and GPIO via BLE_PROFILE_PUART_CFG 

& BLE_PROFILE_GPIO_CFG

Define constants, structures, and functions specific to the
target App.

Include application firmware and target App constants,
structures, variables, and functions.

Define the following target App functions:
�� The APPLICATION_INIT function
�� The application’s create function
�� All callback functions

Process LE-
stack-initiated
calls to callback
functions

Subsequent calls to target application functions are to
callback functions registered when the create function
executed.

Process call to
APPLICATION_INIT

The first LE stack call is to APPLICATION_INIT, which via
the bleapp_set_cfg application firmware function leads
to create being called and executed.

Initialization
Phase

Event-Driven
Phase Broa
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The APPLICATION_INIT function calls the application firmware bleapp_set_cfg function, which provides a pointer 
to the target application’s create function as well as configuration information for the following items:

• The GATT database

• The application BLE profile (using the BLE_PROFILE_CFG structure)

• All relevant peripherals and GPIOs (using the BLE_PROFILE_PUART_CFG and BLE_PROFILE_GPIO_CFG structures)

The function prototype of the application firmware bleapp_set_cfg function is shown below. All arguments are 
defined in the target application.

void bleapp_set_cfg( UINT8 *p_db, // Pointer to the GATT database
UINT16 db_size, // Size of the GATT database in bytes
void *cfg, // Ptr to target App profile (BLE_PROFILE_PUART_CFG)
void *puart_cfg, // Ptr to PUART configuration (BLE_PROFILE_PUART_CFG)
void *gpio_cfg, // Ptr to GPIO configuration (BLE_PROFILE_GPIO_CFG)
void * create_func) // Pointer to the target application create function

The create function performs all target-application initialization. Initialization includes any one-time application-
specific actions upon start-up as well as registering callback functions to the LE stack for event processing. The 
LE stack will call registered target-application callback functions based on events. 

Table 1 shows the types of events for which a target application registers callback functions and some common 
application firmware functions through which registration takes place.

Table 1:  Functions for Registering Target Application Callbacks for Event Processing

Events Function for Registering a Callback Function to the LE Stack

Defined in BLE configuration manager (blecm.h)

Application poll notifications 
(upcoming connection events)

(See “Application Poll Notifications 
(for Upcoming TX Opportunities)” on 
page 14 for more information.)

void blecm_connectionEventNotifiationEnable(
void (*clientCallback)(void*, UINT32),
UINT32 clientContext,
INT16 offset,
UINT16 defaultPeriod,
UINT32 connHandle)

Advertisement indications void blecm_RegleAdvReportCb(BLECM_FUNC_WITH_PARAM cb)

Encryption state changes void blecm_regEncryptionChangedHandler(void *)

Defined in BLE profile (bleprofile.h)

Advertisement transmissions done void bleprofile_regAppEvtHandler(
BLECM_APP_EVT_ENUM idx,
BLECM_NO_PARAM_FUNC cb)Connection up/down state changes

Preparing to enter or abort entering 
Deep Sleep

Connection-idle-timer expirations void bleprofile_StartConnIdleTimer(
UINT8 timeout,
BLEAPP_TIMER_CB cb)

Incoming UART data void bleprofile_regHandleUARTCb(BLEPROFILE_DOUBLE_PARAM_CB cb)

Interrupt occurrences (for example, 
button-related events)

void bleprofile_regIntCb(BLEPROFILE_SINGLE_PARAM_CB cb)

Button presses void bleprofile_regButtonFunctionCb(BLEPROFILE_SINGLE_PARAM_CB cb)

Timer expirations 
(fine timer and/or 1-second timer)

void bleprofile_regTimerCb(
BLEAPP_TIMER_CB fine_cb,
BLEAPP_TIMER_CB normal_cb)
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In the very least, registering for an event type affects power consumption because it requires a processor to 
process the event when it occurs. When an application has no events to process and no other actions to take, 
the system can sleep to conserve power.

Other aspects of conserving power include:

• Regulating the duration and frequency of transmissions (primarily advertisements and data updates to 
clients).

• Understanding system states and managing power consumption by minimizing use of the most power-
consuming states.

For a better understanding of how to conserve power, see “WICED Smart System States” on page 12 and 
“Managing Power Consumption” on page 12.

Device low-power management (devicelpm.h)

Time-to-sleep decision queries

(See “Deferring Sleep Decisions to 
the LE Stack” on page 16 for more 
information.)

BOOLEAN devlpm_registerForLowPowerQueries(
DeviceLpmQueriableMethodCallback cb,
UINT32 context)

Early-wake notifications void devlpm_registerForEarlyWakeNotification(
INT32 (*fn)(void*),
void* data)

Low energy Security Manager Protocol (SMP) (lesmp.h)

Bonding state changes void lesmp_regSMPResultCb(LESMP_SINGLE_PARAM_CB cb)

Low energy GATT database (legattdb.h)

GATT database client write attempts INT32 legattdb_regWriteHandleCb(LEGATTDB_WRITE_CB cb)

Low energy ATT protocol (leatt.h)

Alert notifications from slaves void leatt_regNotificationCb(LEATT_TRIPLE_PARAM_CB cb)

Alert indications from slaves void leatt_regIndicationCb(LEATT_TRIPLE_PARAM_CB cb)

Confirmations from slaves void leatt_regHandleValueConfCb(LEATT_NO_PARAM_CB cb)

Read responses from slaves void leatt_regReadRspCb(LEATT_TRIPLE_PARAM_CB cb)

Read-by-type responses from slaves void leatt_regReadByTypeRspCb(LEATT_TRIPLE_PARAM_CB cb)

Read-by-group responses from 
slaves

void leatt_regReadByGroupTypeRspCb(LEATT_TRIPLE_PARAM_CB cb)

Write responses from slaves void leatt_regWriteRspCb(LEATT_NO_PARAM_CB cb)

ATT transaction timeouts void leatt_regTransactionTimeoutCb(LEATT_NO_PARAM_CB cb)

Table 1:  Functions for Registering Target Application Callbacks for Event Processing (Cont.)

Events Function for Registering a Callback Function to the LE Stack
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WICED Smart System States
At any point in time, a WICED Smart device will be in one of the following states:

• Active Receive

• Active Transmit

• Sleep

• Deep Sleep

• Pause

Table 2 shows some typical current consumption numbers while operating in each state.

Managing Power Consumption
Some of the key decisions that application developers make in order to minimize power consumption are:

• Whether to register for the software timers (the one-second timer and/or the fine timer) and what fine-timer 
rate to use if it is required (see “Timer Information” on page 13).

• Whether to register for application poll notifications from the LE stack in order to performs tasks precisely 
when they’re required (see “Application Poll Notifications (for Upcoming TX Opportunities)” on page 14).

• Whether to defer sleep decisions to the LE stack (see Deferring Sleep Decisions to the LE Stack).

• What to set advertisement transmission rates and RF power outputs to (see “Sending Advertisements” on 
page 17).

Note: Deep Sleep is also referred to as HID OFF, where HID stands for Human Interface Device. 
If connected or advertising, this state will not be entered.

Note: Pause is a state entered by the LE stack if it has no actions to take but is not allowed to 
enter the Sleep state. While in this state, unused clocks are reduced to their lowest speeds while 
the system waits for events. A transition from Pause to an Active state takes approximately 
149 ns.

Table 2:  Typical Current Consumption Per State

State Typical Average Currenta

a. All currents shown assume that no peripherals are being driven.

Active Receive/Transmit 12 mA

Sleep 30 μA

Deep Sleep 1.5 μA

Pause < 1 mA
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Timer Information

For the application developer, it is a worthy goal to not register the software timers for time-critical tasks if 
possible. One reason for this is that software timers have an associated timing jitter. Considering the fine timer 
as an example, assume that it is used by a target application to time upcoming client-connection intervals that 
occur every 100 msec. To guarantee that all data is collected and packaged for transmission before each 
100 msec connection interval, the fine timer will have to be set to 50 msec to compensate for software timing 
jitter. The following undesirable outcomes arise when using such an approach:

• The application is actively using resources more frequently than it would be if the data collection and 
packaging effort were performed once every connection interval, each time just before the connection takes 
place (that is, just in time).

• Data packaged for transmission can be stale. In the above example, it can be stale by up to 50 msec.

To set the fine timer polling rate, set the first two bytes in BLE_PROFILE_CFG. For example, the following code 
excerpt was taken from the BLE_PROFILE_CFG in the glucose_meter.c file:

const BLE_PROFILE_CFG glucose_meter_cfg =
{
/* .fine_timer_interval = */ 100, // UINT16 with a resolution of 1 ms
/* .default_adv = */ 4,
/* .button_adv_toggle = */ 0,
/* .high_undirect_adv_interval = */ 32,
/* .low_undirect_adv_interval = */ 2048,
/* .high_undirect_adv_duration = */ 30,
/* .low_undirect_adv_duration = */ 30,
/* .high_direct_adv_interval = */ 0,
/* .low_direct_adv_interval = */ 0,
/* .high_direct_adv_duration = */ 0,
/* .low_direct_adv_duration = */ 0,
.
.
.
}

In the above excerpt, which does not show the full structure, the fine timer interval is set to 100 ms.

To register callbacks for both software timers, see the following API function prototype:

void bleprofile_regTimerCb ( BLEAPP_TIMER_CB fine_cb, // Fine timer callback function
BLEAPP_TIMER_CB normal_cb) // One-second timer callback function

In a typical application, timer callback registration is typically followed by a call to start the timers. For example, 
the following excerpt is from the hello_sensor.c file:

bleprofile_regTimerCb (hello_sensor_fine_timeout, hello_sensor_timeout); // Callbacks registered
bleprofile_StartTimer (); // Timers started

To minimize power consumption, make the fine timer interval as large as possible. To synchronize time-critical 
application actions to upcoming connection events (in lieu of using the fine timer for such actions), see 
Application Poll Notifications (for Upcoming TX Opportunities).
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Application Poll Notifications (for Upcoming TX Opportunities)

A patch available in the WICED Smart SDK gives developers the ability to accurately time actions relative to 
upcoming TX opportunities while a connection is active (that is, up). To load the patch, add the following line to 
the application makefile.mk file before building the target application:

APP_PATCHES_AND_LIBS += application_poll_notification.a

This patch and others can be found by going to the appropriate SDK subdirectory of the following directory:

WICED-Smart-SDK\Wiced-Smart\tier2\brcm\libraries

The include subdirectory (inc) contains the application_poll_notification.h file, which defines the three functions 
that a target-application developer will add to their application in order to initialize, enable, and disable this 
notification capability.

The following three function prototypes apply to this capability:

void blecm_connectionEventNotifiationInit(void) // Initialize the notification capability

void blecm_connectionEventNotifiationEnable (
void (*clientCallback)(void*, UINT32), // The application callback function
UINT32 clientContext, // Callback context. Multiple notifications for

// different contexts can be registered.
INT16 offset, // Number of BT slots relative to TX opportunity (conn. event)

// Positive value proceeds the TX opportunity.
// Negative value precedes the TX opportunity.
// Value must be an even # of BT slots, so resolution is 1.25 ms.

UINT16 defaultPeriod, // When not connected, this is a polling period.
// It must be even and not less than 8 (~5 ms).

UINT32 connHandle) // Connection handle of the connection for which notifications
// are being sought.

void blecm_connectionEventNotifiationDisable(void) // Disable the notification capability

Using this capability involves performing the following steps:

1. Import the three functions associated with the application poll notifications feature.

/******************************************************
 *               Import Function Prototypes
 ******************************************************/
extern void blecm_connectionEventNotifiationInit(void);
extern void blecm_connectionEventNotifiationEnable(

void (*clientCallback)(void*, UINT32),
UINT32 clientContext,
INT16 offset,
UINT16 defaultPeriod, 
UINT32 connHandle);

extern void blecm_connectionEventNotifiationDisable(void);

Note: The example code used in the following steps is from the wiced_sense.c file provided with the 
SDK.
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2. Add the blecm_connectionEventNotifiationInit function to the create function.

// Initialize connection event notification mechanism. When connected, we will register
// with the FW to receive notifications of upcoming TX opportunities.
blecm_connectionEventNotifiationInit();

3. Register callback functions for both connection-up and connection-down events.

bleprofile_regAppEvtHandler(BLECM_APP_EVT_LINK_UP, wiced_sense_connection_up);
bleprofile_regAppEvtHandler(BLECM_APP_EVT_LINK_DOWN, wiced_sense_connection_down);

4. In the connection-up callback function, which is wiced_sense_connection_up for the case of the wiced_sense 
application, add a call to the blecm_connectionEventNotifiationEnable function.

blecm_connectionEventNotifiationEnable(
(void (*)(void*,UINT32)) wiced_sense_tx_opportunity_notice, // Callback function
0, // Callback context
6250/625, // Notify 6.25 ms before TX
30000/625, // Notify every 30 ms if disconnected
wiced_sense_connection_handle); // Connection handle of the connection

5. In the connection-down callback function, which is wiced_sense_connection_down for the case of the 
wiced_sense application, add a call to the blecm_connectionEventNotifiationDisable function to 
disable application poll notifications.

// Disable connection event notification.
blecm_connectionEventNotifiationDisable();
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Deferring Sleep Decisions to the LE Stack
One of the most effective things that target-application software developers can do to optimally manage power 
consumption is to defer sleep decisions to the LE stack. The LE stack possesses the most comprehensive 
knowledge of what is going on below the application layer in the system. Such knowledge includes:

• At what time in the future the one-second and fine timers will expire.

• At what time in the future an advertisement will be sent. See “Sending Advertisements” on page 17 to 
understand the overall transmission profile of advertisements and for advertisement configuration 
examples.

• At what time in the future a TX opportunity to a client will be occurring. For example, to exchange recently 
collected sensor data.

With power conservation in mind, it is ideal when an application can defer sleep decisions to the LE stack. To 
participate in the sleep-decision process, an application can register a callback function based on the following 
function prototype:

BOOLEAN devlpm_registerForLowPowerQueries(DeviceLpmQueriableMethodCallback cb,UINT32 context)

When called, the cb callback function of type DeviceLpmQueriableMethodCallback must return a UINT32 with 
one of the following responses:

• 0x00000000 (disallows a transition to the Sleep or Deep Sleep states)

• 0xFFFFFFFF (allows a transition to the Sleep or Deep Sleep states for a duration chosen by the LE stack)

• All other values indicate an allowed sleep duration (in microseconds).

The LE stack maintains a linked list of sleep-decision callback functions to call when it determines that a 
transition to the Sleep or Deep-Sleep states will save power. The linked list includes callbacks to:

• Functions of type DeviceLpmQueriableMethodCallback registered by application firmware during stack 
initialization.

• Functions of type DeviceLpmQueriableMethodCallback registered by the target application. 

When the stack would like to enter a sleep state, it calls the functions contained in the linked list of sleep-decision 
callbacks. If any callback function returns a value of 0x00000000, then sleep will be postponed indefinitely. If all 
callback functions return 0xFFFFFFFF, then the device will transition to the Deep Sleep state. If all functions 
return a nonzero value, but not all return 0xFFFFFFFF, then the stack will transition the device to the sleep state 
for the smallest duration returned.

Software download is a use case where an application will disallow a transition to a sleep state. The following 
code, which can be found in the ws_upgrade_uart.c file within the uart_firmware_upgrade application, illustrates 
such a use case. In the example, an initialization function contains the following registration for the 
ws_upgrade_uart_device_lpm_queriable function:

devlpm_registerForLowPowerQueries(ws_upgrade_uart_device_lpm_queriable, 0);

The following ws_upgrade_uart_device_lpm_queriable function code simply returns 0 when called:

UINT32 ws_upgrade_uart_device_lpm_queriable(LowPowerModePollType type, UINT32 context)
{
// Disable sleep.
return 0;
}
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Sending Advertisements

Introduction

Advertisements (often abbreviated as ADV) are used by devices (typically peripheral devices) to indicate their 
presence to other devices (typically central devices). A discovered peripheral device can be paired (bonded) 
with a central device in order to exchange commands and data.

Advertisements are intentionally sent with jitter so that the transmissions from multiple devices don’t perpetually 
collide at receiving devices. When enabled, advertisements are sent in three channels (37, 38, and 39).

Minimizing the power, rate, and duration of advertisements should be a goal of target-application developers.

For a typical target application, an advertisement profile is defined within a variable of type BLE_PROFILE_CFG and 
applied using the bleprofile_Init function during execution of the create function. 

Figure 3 shows an example BLE_PROFILE_CFG structure, where a subset of all structure fields is shown. The 
example is an excerpt from the hello_sensor.c file. Besides the first field (the fine-timer interval), the only fields 
shown are those that have some impact on advertisement behavior.

Figure 3:  Example Hello Sensor BLE_PROFILE_CFG Structure

Note: The BLE_PROFILE_CFG structure is defined in bleprofile.h.

const BLE_PROFILE_CFG hello_sensor_cfg =
{
    /*.fine_timer_interval =*/ 1000, // ms
    /*.default_adv =*/ 4,    // HIGH_UNDIRECTED_DISCOVERABLE

    /*.button_adv_toggle =*/ 0,    // pairing button ADV toggle. 0 = no toggle

    /*.high_undirect_adv_interval =*/ 32,   // slots
    /*.low_undirect_adv_interval =*/ 1024, // slots
    /*.high_undirect_adv_duration =*/ 30,   // seconds
    /*.low_undirect_adv_duration =*/ 300,  // seconds

    /*.high_direct_adv_interval =*/ 0,    // seconds
    /*.low_direct_adv_interval =*/ 0,    // seconds
    /*.high_direct_adv_duration =*/ 0,    // seconds
    /*.low_direct_adv_duration =*/ 0,    // seconds

.

.

.
/*.tx_power_level =*/ 0x04, // dbm

.

.

.
/*.status_led_dir_adv_blink =*/ 0,    // blink number of directed ADVs

    /*.status_led_un_adv_blink =*/ 0,    // blink number of undirected ADVs
    /*.led_on_ms =*/ 0,    // led blink on duration in ms
    /*.led_off_ms =*/ 0,    // led blink off duration in ms

.

.

.
};

Default advertisement 
mode

Power-on advertisement profile 
when not previously bonded

Power-on advertisement profile 
when previously bonded

Default TX power of all transmissions, 
which includes advertisements

1

2

3
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Each of the four configuration fields or field groups shown in Figure 3 is now described.

Default Advertisement Mode

The advertisement mode, which is frequently referred to as the discoverable mode, can be one of the following 
values as defined in a bleprofile.h enum:

NO_DISCOVERABLE              = 0, // No advertisements (ADVs) to be sent. Device not discoverable.
LOW_DIRECTED_DISCOVERABLE    = 1, // ADVs to be sent at a low rate. BD address required.
HIGH_DIRECTED_DISCOVERABLE   = 2, // ADVs to be sent at a high rate. BD address required.
LOW_UNDIRECTED_DISCOVERABLE  = 3, // ADVs to be sent at a low rate. BD address not required.
HIGH_UNDIRECTED_DISCOVERABLE = 4, // ADVs to be sent at a high rate. BD address not required.
MANDATORY_DISCOVERABLE       = 0xFF

In the example shown in Figure 3 on page 17, the default (initial) advertisement mode is 
HIGH_UNDIRECTED_DISCOVERABLE. 

Undirected advertisements are sent when a device is attempting to be discovered by any nearby peer. Directed 
advertisements are sent when a device is attempting to be rediscovered by a peer with which it previously 
bonded.

Power-On Advertisement Profile When Not Previously Bonded

For a device that wants to be discovered, the typical advertisement profile upon power-up starts with a period 
of high-rate undirected advertisements and is followed by a period of low-rate undirected advertisements (see 
Figure 4). 

Figure 4:  Typical Advertisement Profile at Power-Up

Figure 3 on page 17 provides the following values for the four parameters shown in Figure 4:

• High-Rate Interval (high_undirect_adv_interval) = 32 slots × 625 μs/slot = 20 ms

• High-Rate Duration (high_undirect_adv_duration) = 30 seconds

• Low-Rate Interval (low_undirect_adv_interval) = 1024 slots × 625 μs/slot = 640 ms

• Low-Rate Duration (low_undirect_adv_duration) = 300 seconds

So advertisements are sent out every 20 ms for the first 30 seconds and then every 640 ms for the next 300 
seconds. Of course, at any time, the sending of advertisements can be terminated if discovery and a subsequent 
bonding procedure ensues.

High-Rate Duration

High-Rate Interval

Low-Rate Duration

Low-Rate Interval
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Although advertisement information is defined in the BLE_PROFILE_CFG structure, the application must initiate the 
sending of advertisements in the create function. The proper way to do this is to use the function defined by the 
following prototype:

void bleprofile_Discoverable(
UINT8 Discoverable, // One of the modes defined in “Default Advertisement Mode” on page 18.
BD_ADDR paired_addr) // The BD address. This value is only relevant for directed modes.

If advertisements cease, which can happen in the previous example if no discovery takes place within the first 
330 seconds (30 second high-rate and 300 second low-rate advertisement durations) after a power-up.

To learn of advertisements timing out (that is, ceasing), in the create function, the application should register a 
callback using the function defined by the following prototype:

void bleprofile_regAppEvtHandler(
BLECM_APP_EVT_ENUM idx, // idx is one of 7 values defined in the BLECM_APP_EVT_ENUM enum
BLECM_NO_PARAM_FUNC cb) // cb is the function to call when the idx event occurs.

The idx value to use for advertisement timeouts is BLECM_APP_EVT_ADV_TIMEOUT (0x3).

In the example hello_sensor application (in hello_sensor.c), the hello_sensor_advertisement_stopped function 
is registered to handle the advertisement timeout case as shown here:

bleprofile_regAppEvtHandler(BLECM_APP_EVT_ADV_TIMEOUT, hello_sensor_advertisement_stopped);

The hello_sensor_advertisement_stopped handler includes the following line of code, which resumes sending 
low-rate undirected advertisements once every 640 ms for another 300 seconds:

bleprofile_Discoverable(LOW_UNDIRECTED_DISCOVERABLE, hello_sensor_hostinfo.bdaddr);

Power-On Advertisement Profile When Previously Bonded

A developer has the option of using the four directed parameters instead of the four undirected parameters that 
were used to describe Figure 4 on page 18.

All of the content in “Power-On Advertisement Profile When Not Previously Bonded” on page 18, other than that 
which is specific to the hello_sensor application, is applicable here.

Default TX Power

The default TX power of advertisements and data packets is defined in the BLE_PROFILE_CFG structure. 

To change the TX power of advertisements use the following function before sending advertisements:

blecm_setTxPowerInADV(INT8 power_in_dBm);

For example, the following line of code changes the TX power of advertisements to 0 dBm:

blecm_setTxPowerInADV(0);

Note: Although the BD address in the above line of code is provided, it is not used when sending 
undirected advertisements.
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